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Not even the most passionate employee enjoys sitting 
through an unnecessarily long meeting. That’s why the 
best workplaces employ standing meetings, which are 
daily “check-in” meetings that are conducted while 
standing. This has been shown to reduce meeting times 
by 64%, as well as boost business efficiencies, company 
culture and employee health. The benefits of standing 
meetings include:  

 Keep attendees alert  

 Release endorphins and increase energy levels  

 Improve posture  

 Usually end quicker as they are succinct and to the point  

 Encourage expression of thoughts and idea sharing  

 Decrease distractions such as phones or emails  

 Encourage collaboration and participation  

 Decrease dominating behavior and make team members feel included  

 Encourage a sense of purpose within the team  

 Support creative thinking  

 Burn 52% more calories than sitting  

 

How to Make Your Standing Meetings Effective: 

 In the first few meetings, remind employees of the benefits listed above so they are 
enthusiastic about having standing meetings  

 Arrive early to ready the room by pushing chairs against the wall so they are out of the way, 
and setting up a whiteboard for someone to take notes 

 Keep it short: standing meetings should only last for 5 - 9 minutes  

 Each stand-up member should answer the following three questions, and these should be 
prepared beforehand so that they can be answered rapidly: 

o What did I accomplish yesterday? 

o What will I do today? 

o What obstacles are impeding my progress? 

 Maintain consistency: start meetings at the same time and don’t wait for stragglers, and 
ensure the agenda is covered by the time the meeting has to end, no later 

 Experiment with what format of the standing meetings works best for your needs and 
company culture   

 Should the same person lead the meeting?  Ideally.  When you’re starting this culture, you 
should lead the first 12 meetings, yourself.  Then, ensure that you’re present in the next 12, 
while your appointee leads them.  Then, you’re free to let your juniors run the meetings, 
while you stand in, most of the times 


